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ROL-443
61-key keyboard with LCD display

USB Capability/MIDI (USB line is included).
Touch sensitivity.
200 Rhythms/162 Timbres.
8 panel percussion & 61 keyboard percussion.
100 learning songs & 2 Demo Songs.
Volume Control/Tempo Control.
Record and playback.
Chord Function/Chord Dictionary.
Programming Editing/Sync/Fill in A & B/Intro/Ending/Fade in/Fade Out.

- Metronome.
- Vibrato/Sustain/Transpose.
- 3-Lesson Feature: Lesson 1/Lesson 2/Lesson 3/Left & Right Hand Lesson Mode.
- Headphone Jack/Speaker Outputs (L/R)/Sustain Pedal Jack.
- Keyboard Split Feature.
- Memory function: M1/M2/M3/M4/M5/M6
- Pitch Bend/Vibrato Bend
- AC/DC Adaptor Included.
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**ROL-343**

*61-key keyboard with LCD display*

- USB Capability/MIDI (USB line is included)
- Touch sensitivity
- 128 Rhythms/128 Tones
- 8 panel percussion & 61 keyboard percussion
- 30 Demonstration Songs
- Volume Control/Tempo Control
- Record and playback
- Chord Accompaniment: Single-finger, Bass

---

- Programming Editing/Intro/Ending/Fill-in
- Metronome
- Vibrato/Sustain/Transpose/Tune
- 3-Lesson Feature: One-key/Follow/Ensemble
- Headphone Jack/Speaker Output (L/R)
- AC/DC Adaptor Included
ROL-243
61-key keyboard with LCD display

Touch sensitivity.
MIDI Output.
128 Rhythms/128 Timbres.
61 keyboard percussion.
15 Demonstration Songs.
Volume Control/Tempo Control.
Record and playback.
Single Finger/Fingered Chord/Full Chords.
Rhythm Programming Function Sync/Fill-in/Intro/Ending.

Metronome.
Vibrato/Sustain/Transpose.
One-key/Ensemble.
Headphone Jack/Speaker Outputs (L/R)/MIDI
Output Jack.
Keyboard Split Feature.
Memory function: M1/M2/M3.
AC/DC Adaptor Included.
TENOR SAX
ROL-518

- Key of Bb
- Yellow brass neck, body, and bell
- Stainless steel springs
- Power-forged, nickel-plated keys
- Drawn toneholes
- Front F auxiliary key
- Adjustable thumb rest
- Tapered pivot screws
- Refined key shape and dimension
- Baked epoxy lacquer finish

ALTO SAX
ROL-520

- Level: Standard
- Key: Eb
- Body: Material Yellow Brass
- Key: Buttons Polyester
- Finish: Nickel-plated (keys); Gold-lacquer (body)
- Tone Holes: Drawn
- Auxiliary Keys Front F
- Mouthpiece & Cap Plastic
- Ligature Yellow brass; Clear lacquer
- Spring Type Stainless steel
- Pad Type Waterproof leather and wool felt with plastic tone boosters
- Thumb Hook Adjustable
- Pivot Screw Straight-tapered
- Mounting Post on body
TRUMPET
ROL-517

- Key: Bb
- Bore: Medium-Large (ML) 0.459"
- Bell: Diameter 4 7/8"
- Leadpipe: Gold brass
- Body Material: Yellow brass
- Bell Material: Yellow brass
- Weight: Medium Key
- Buttons: Plastic
- Finish: Baked epoxy lacquer
- Pistons/Valves: Nickel-plated
- Mouthpiece
- Monel pistons

ROL-452 Baroque (B)
3- piece Recorder with cover and Cleaning rod

ROL-453 German (G)
3- piece Recorder with cover and cleaning rod
CLARINET
ROL-519

- Level: Student
- Key: Bb
- Body Material: Matte Finished ABS Resin
- Key Material: Nickel
- Key Plating: Nickel
- Key System: Boehm (French / 17 Keys)
- Tone Holes: Straight tone holes with tapered undercut
- Bore Shape: Cylindrical
- Bore Size: .574” (14.59mm)
- Barrel Size: 65mm
- Pads: Synthetic
- Springs: Stainless Steel
- Includes: Case, Mouthpiece, Ligature, Cap, Swab, and Cork Grease

FLUTE
ROL-521

- Level: Standard
- Key of: C
- Body Style: Type-1
- Body Material: Nickel Silver
- Headjoint: CY cut; Nickel Silver
- Key Material: Nickel Silver
- Footjoint: C
- Plating: Silver
- Tone Holes: Drawn
- Key System: Offset G
- Key Types: Plateau
- Key Mechanism: N/A
- Spring Type: Stainless Steel
- Screw Type: Straight; Headed Pivot
ROL-941 AXE PACK
FULL GUITAR PACK

Everything you need to rock out is right here in one box! Whether you’re a first time player or you’re making the transition from acoustic to electric, the AXE PACK is the perfect combination of quality and value. Our classic LEO guitar and the GL-10 amp with clean or distorted sound gives you the flexibility to play whatever style you like. Add to that a fine assortment of accessories and you are ready for your first world tour.

- Classic black Leo electric guitar
- 10 watt guitar amplifier with distortion and headphone jack
- Electronic tuner
- Gig bag
- Guitar strap
- Picks
- Extra strings
- Guitar cable - 3/CTN

www.rollinsguitar.com
Comfort and easy playing are the keys to a quality guitar and THE STRUMMER does just that at an unbelievable price designed to bring in the aspiring musician who is looking for a good quality guitar at an affordable price. Its rich, full sound will make them want to play for hours at a time. Rollins quality woods and design make this a homerun for the musician in your life.

- Steel string
- 39" Dreadnaught body design
- Aged wood
- Pick guard
- Maple bridge
- Maple neck
- Rich full sound
- Available in Natural, Antique, Sunburst, Black, Red, and Blue
- 6/CTN
This great starter acoustic cutaway packs in great quality in 37” of unbelievably priced guitar. The comfort of reaching those hard to get notes with the cutaway makes playing a breeze.

- Steel string
- 37” Cutaway body design
- Aged wood
- Maple bridge
- Maple neck
- Rich full sound
- Available in Natural, Black, Blue, and Red
- 6/CTN
Don’t be fooled by its name. This 36” beauty is perfect for the up and coming avid guitarist. The beautifully honey-toned wood acoustic, nylon string guitar draws its inspiration from the finest guitars developed in the plains of southern Spain where compositions of classical, flamenco and modern-day gypsy music have been played for years. With its maple neck and linden body featuring a decorative sound hole, Shorty is sure to please the most demanding musician.

- Nylon string
- 36” Dreadnought body design
- Aged wood
- Linden top, maple bridge and fingerboard
- Super accurate tuning machines
- Angled head stock
- 6/CTN

This elegant spalted maple, acoustic steel string guitar is designed to meet the needs of today’s acoustic artists. In fact, the Mendocino is the guitar of choice for our featured artist, Renaldo “Neco” Peña (see our ad featuring Renaldo in the other picture on this page).

- Steel string
- 41” Dreadnought body design
- Aged wood
- Linden top, maple bridge and fingerboard
- Highly accurate tuning machines
- Angled head stock
- Available in spalted maple
- 6/CTN
THE REDWOOD  
ROL-974RG

This elegant red-toned wood, acoustic steel string guitar is designed to meet the needs of today’s acoustic artists with its fine workmanship and carefully chosen materials in order to create the clearest acoustic sounds. With its maple neck and linden body featuring a decorative sound hole, the Redwood is sure to please the most avid musician.

- Steel string
- 41” Dreadnought body design
- Aged wood
- Linden top, maple bridge and fingerboard
- Highly accurate tuning machines
- Angled head stock
- Available in redwood
- 6/CTN

STRUMMER SUPREME  
ROL-954N

If you are looking for a full sized acoustic guitar, step up to the STRUMMER SUPREME. It has the full rich sound of a classic six string and features a pearl inlaid rosewood neck and multi-binding system as well as our premium gold, die cast precision tuning machines. Add to that its high gloss, natural blonde finish with moon and star neck inlays and you have a guitar that looks as nice as it sounds.

- Steel string
- 41” Dreadnought body design
- Aged wood
- Spruce wood top
- Rosewood fingerboard with pearl inlays
- Multi binding with pearl inlays
- Rosewood bridge
- Plastic pick guard
- Gold die cast precision tuning machines
- High gloss natural finish
- 6/CTN
THE GYPSY
ROL-946

This full sized Classical nylon string guitar is a perfect choice for the aspiring musician seeking to play classical and Spanish traditional tunes. Comfort and easy playing are the keys and the GYPSY fits the bill. Designed for beginners, this instrument made with Rollins quality woods makes this acoustic guitar a real value.

- Nylon string
- 39" full body design
- Aged wood
- Pick guard
- Rosewood fret board
- Rich full Classical sound
- Available in Natural, Antique, Sunburst, Black, Red, and Blue
- 6/CTN
THE ELECTRIC NYLON
ROL-935

This beautifully built electric acoustic nylon string guitar covers the range from the classically inclined to the gypsy in you. With its on-board 4 channel EQ and tastefully decorated sound hole, the ROL935 is available in black (935BM) and natural (935AM).

- Nylon string
- 39” cutaway body design
- Aged wood
- Spruce top, maple bridge and fingerboard
- Highly accurate tuning machines
- Angled head stock
- Volume, bass, treble and midrange controls
- Available in natural and black matte
- 6/CTN
Value and performance are the words that come to mind when you pick up the ELECTRIC STRUMMER for the first time. From the comfortable fitting neck to the rich commanding sound, this guitar packs the features to meet the needs of the most demanding guitarist. Comprised of Spruce, Maple and Agathis woods and top quality electronics, this acoustic electric delivers quality sound and an ease of playability normally found in guitars costing twice the price.

- Steel string
- 41" Single cutaway body design
- Aged wood
- Spruce top, maple bridge and fingerboard
- Super accurate chrome plated tuning machines
- Pick guard
- Angled head stock
- 21 fret neck
- Piezo style pick-up system
- 4- band EQ
- Instant access battery compartment
- Battery level check
- Available in Natural, Antique, Sunburst, Black, Red, and Blue
- 6/CTN
THE BOSS
ROL-956B

Crafted in the tradition of the country rock standard, the BOSS is great for twangy rhythm, fast pickin’ and smooth slide styles of playing. Both rock and country players will enjoy this low cost- high performance instrument because of its variety of tones and great playability.

- 22 fret super fast maple bolt on neck
- Maple fingerboard
- Adjustable truss rod
- Highly accurate chrome plated tuning machines
- Stop tail piece with individual string height adjustments
- 2 single coil pick ups
- 3 position pick up selector switch
- Pearloid pick guard
- 1 volume & 1 tone control
- High gloss black finish - 6/CTN
Born in the tradition of an American classic, the LEO features a super fast bolt-on neck with a rosewood fingerboard and an adjustable truss rod to keep it straight in even the most rigorous climates and road conditions. The super accurate chrome tuning machines and 5 spring tremolo system make tuning a breeze and provide reliable performance for the beginner or seasoned veteran. Add to that three Rollins custom wound, single coil pickups, a five position tone selection switch and you have one of the finest guitar values available in today’s marketplace.

- 22 fret super fast bolt on neck
- Rosewood fingerboard
- Adjustable truss rod
- Super accurate chrome tuning machines
- 5 spring tremolo system
- 3 height adjustable, custom wound single coil pickups
- 5 position tone selection switch
- 1 volume & 2 tone controls
- Available in high gloss fire engine red, tobacco sunburst, or classic black finish and metallic Blue
THE NEW RIDER CUSTOM SERIES
ROL-971 MBL – BLUE PEARLOID
ROL-971 MOG – ORANGE DUST
ROL-971 SBK – BLACK MATTE

Our newest series of electric guitars takes the famed LEO 942 series to new heights of workmanship, elegance and flat out good looks! From the deep blue of the ROL971 MBL pictured above to the austere black matte of the ROL971SBK and finally to the dusty speckled orange of the MOG, there is plenty to choose from for the most discerning musicians.

- Rosewood fingerboard
- Precision ebony tuning machines
- Pearloid pick guards on selected models
- 5 spring tremolo system
- 1 volume and 2 tone controls
- 3 height adjustable, custom wound single coil pickups
- Guitar cable
- 6/CTN
THE SPIDER BASS - CUSTOM
ROL-948

The traditional design of the SPIDER BASS makes it a natural fit for all styles of playing from jazz to funk and rock. Immediately apparent are the sleek body curves and thin D-shaped neck popular with bass players around the globe. The pick ups are spaced far apart on the body giving the player maximum flexibility in tonal control by way of the dual volume controls that allow blending of the 2 pick up levels. A tone control is also present to get that extra snap or thump depending on personal preference.

- Classic 4 string design
- 21 fret bolt on maple neck
- Rosewood finger board
- Adjustable truss rod
- White pick guard
- Chrome plated precision tuning machines
- Dual jazz pick ups
- 2 volume & 1 tone control
- High gloss metallic Blue, Black or Red finish
- 6/CTN
The newest edition to our family of quality bass guitars is a five string “funk monster”. The LOW BOY delivers rich low end and sparkling highs with an ease of playability previously found in instruments costing hundreds of dollars more. The dual humbucking pickups cover the entire sweet spot and deliver incredible tones and harmonics, while the custom flat-shaped neck allows you to move with precision dexterity and flow.

- 5 string design
- 21 fret bolt on maple neck
- Rosewood fingerboard
- Adjustable truss rod
- Chrome plated precision tuning machines
- 2 volume & 1 tone control
- 2 humbucker pickups
- Stop bridge with adjustable string saddles
- Custom metallic blue or black finish
- Guitar cable - 6/CTN
ACOUSTIC GUITAR STRINGS

**MODEL ROL- 960**
Nylon 6 Tie End String Set, 028-, 032-, 040-, 030-, 035-, 043-, Silver Plated Copper Wound Nylon 20/CTN

**MODEL ROL- 961**
Stainless Steel 6 String Set, 012-, 016-, 024-, 032-, 042-, 053-, Stainless Steel Phosphor Bronze Wound 20/CTN

ELECTRIC GUITAR STRINGS

**MODEL ROL- 962**
Light 6 String Set, .009-.011-.016-.024-.032-.042, Round Wound Nickel String 20/CTN

**MODEL ROL- 963**
MEDIUM LIGHT 6 String Set, .010-.013-.018-.026-.036-.046, Round Wound Nickel String 20/CTN

ELECTRIC BASS - STRINGS

**MODEL ROL- 964**
4 String Set Medium: .045-.065-085-105Round Wound Nickel Plated Stainless Steel 10/CTN

**MODEL ROL- 965**
5 String Set Medium: .045-.065-085-105-.130 Round Wound Nickel Stainless Steel w10/CTN
GUITAR ACCESSORIES

ROL-293
Celluloid Picks (12pcs/set)

ROL-294
Black Acoustic Guitar Capo

ROL-295
Black Classical Guitar Capo

ROL-306
3-Band Equalizer

ROL-305
Electronic Tuner

ROL-310
Electric Guitar Bag without foam, black

ROL-313
Electric Guitar Bag with high density foam